Trump insists his property empire’s $1bn losses were only for ‘tax purposes’

A GUIDE TO PREPARING FOR YOUR FIRST CHILD PERSONAL FINANCE

SECRETARY OF STATE APPEALS TO MINISTERS OVER HUAWEI PLAN

Tory MP goes ‘on strike’ in veterans row

MAGGIE DO? WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

SECRETARY OF STATE APPEALS TO MINISTERS OVER HUAWEI PLAN

CALLUM KEOWN

US SECRETARY of state Mike Pompeo doubled down on America’s criticism of the UK’s plan to use Huawei technology yesterday, warning doing so could put the countries’ security partnership at risk.

“Ask yourself, would the Iron Lady be silent when China violates the sovereignty of nations through corruption or coercion?” Pompeo said at a Centre for Policy Studies event, warning that the move could put the US and UK’s security partnership at risk.

Theresa May faced accusations she was ignoring security warnings but after it emerged the government is set to give the green light to the Chinese firm to build non-core parts of the country’s 5G network.

Pompeo, a former head of the CIA, launched a stinging attack on China, describing it as an authoritarian regime with more than 1m Chinese Muslims in prison camps.

The US has led calls for a ban on Huawei technology amid concerns its equipment could be used for spying.

“Insufficient security will impede the US’s ability to share certain information within trusted networks. This is just what China wants... to divide western alliances through bits and bytes, not bullets and bombs,” Pompeo said.

His comments came as UK culture secretary Jeremy Wright insisted Britain would not compromise national security in exchange for a more cost-effective 5G network.

America’s top diplomat also dangled the prospect of a free trade deal with the UK once Brexit is resolved, in a speech on so-called special relationship between the two countries.

He said the relationship was “thriving” and that President Donald Trump was eager for Brexit to be sorted and to sign a free trade agreement.

Pompeo was highly critical of Jeremy Corbyn and his position.

He added: “These repeated investigations with no new evidence, the macabre spectacle of elderly veterans being dragged back to Northern Ireland to face those who seek to re-fight that conflict through other means, without any protection from a government, who sent them almost 50 years ago, is too much.”

His dramatic intervention comes after the whips’ office allegedly tapped up one of his old Army colleagues for “diet” on him last month.

In his letter, Mercer said: “The recent behaviour of your whips’ office has ground out of me any residual cooperation.”

He added: “These repeated investigations with no new evidence, the macabre spectacle of elderly veterans being dragged back to Northern Ireland to face those who seek to re-fight that conflict through other means, without any protection from a government, who sent them almost 50 years ago, is too much.”

A redacted version published last month did not conclude that there was a criminal conspiracy between the Kremlin and the Trump’s campaign team.

Trump also yesterday signed an executive order to impose new US sanctions targeting Iran’s revenue from exports of industrial metals.

Alex Daniel McCarthy

US PRESIDENT Donald Trump yesterday hit back at reports of billion-dollar historic losses but raised eyebrows by admitting to methods he used in previous decades to slash his tax bill.

Trump used Twitter to respond to a report in the New York Times which showed he lost more than $1bn ($768.6m) over a 10-year period from 1985. The article detailed how Trump’s core businesses of casinos, hotels and apartment buildings lost $1.2bn over the period, meaning he was exempt from paying income tax for eight of the 10 years.

Trump tweeted: “Real estate developers in the 1980s & 1990s... were entitled to massive write offs and depreciation which would, if one was actively building, show losses and tax losses in almost all cases. Much was non monetary. “Sometimes considered ‘tax shelter,’ you would get it by building, or even buying. You always wanted to show losses for tax purposes... almost all real estate developers did – and often re-negotiate with banks, it was sport.”

In a politically sensational day in Washington, Trump later asserted executive privilege over special counsel Robert Mueller’s report into Russian meddling in the 2016 election, escalating a battle with Democrats in the US Congress.

Congress’s judiciary committee recommended the House hold US attorney-general William Barr in contempt for refusing to submit an unredacted version of the report.

A redacted version published last month did not conclude that there was a criminal conspiracy between the Kremlin and the Trump’s campaign team.
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Don’t let the crown fall into Labour’s hands

Despite the best efforts of a few valiant voices, the City (and its interests) received a shameless lack of attention during the Brexit debate and has been largely left to fend for itself ever since. However, the race to succeed Mark Carney at the Bank of England combined with the prospect of a hard-left Labour government has sparked a renewed focus on the most important component of the British economy. Andrew Bailey – chief executive of the Financial Conduct Authority and a candidate for the Bank of England’s top job – has become increasingly vocal about the future of financial services and the regulatory regime that will underpin it. His call for a smarter, more flexible approach post-Brexit was echoed earlier this week by another contender for the governorship, deputy governor Sir John Cunliffe, who also warned against locking the UK into the EU’s regulatory regime once the UK leaves the bloc.

The importance of the financial and professional services sector is underscored today by the release of an annual “State of the City” report by trade body The City UK. One of the main points this group is always keen to highlight is just how much of the sector is based outside London. Two thirds of the 2.3m people working in this field are based outside the capital, and across the country a staggering one in 14 workers makes a living in the industry. In 2017-18, the sector generated a mighty £75bn in tax revenue, amounting to £11 in every £100 the exchequer collects. The full report highlights the breadth and depth of the sector, and complements work done by other groups such as New Financial in demonstrating the importance of the sector to the wider economy in every corner of the country. This scope and scale is worth remembering the next time Labour figures attack the economy in every corner of the country. This scope and scale is worth remembering the next time Labour figures attack the economy in every corner of the country.

The City generated a mighty £75bn in tax revenue last year

**ALEXANDRA ROGERS**
@ally_rogers

SHAREHOLDERS and small business owners could soon be able to take direct legal action against parties they blame for causing them losses when their companies fall into insolvency, after a group of MPs called for radical changes to the law. The All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on fair business banking took to the Supreme Court yesterday in a bid to change the law on so-called “re-

effective loss”, which applies to losses suffered by individuals that overlap with the general loss of the company. The law currently states that only the company itself can bring a claim. This is to avoid parallel claims that make the alleged wrongdoer doubly liable.

However, the APPG argued that an exception should be made if share-

holders can prove they had an independent and direct relationship with the party accused of causing the loss, and the wrongful act affects the company’s ability to claim. Currently, when companies fall into insolvency, the creditors appoint an insolvency practitioner (IP) to oversee the process. When an owner or share-

holder’s firm is placed into adminis-

tration, they cede control to the IP which is then given responsibility for the directors and shareholders of the company’s ability to claim. In its claim to the High Court, the APPG argued that IPs are often appointed by creditors and so are reluctant to pursue legal action against them. If the Supreme Court rules in favour of the APPG, it could lead to a flood of claims against lenders, administra-

tors and lawyers. The MPs said they were making an “unprecedented in-

tervention” in a Supreme Court case.

“The rule against reflective loss pres-

ents an obstacle to accessing justice for the directors and shareholders of insolvent businesses as it acts as an exclusionary rule, preventing busi-

ness owners from pursuing their own personal claims for losses resulting from a company’s losses when it goes into insolvency,” Heather Buchanan, executive director of the APPG said. “Crucially, the APPG’s intervention seeks to draw the Supreme Court’s attention to the practical problems for shareholders, creditors and guar-

antors to pursue a company’s legiti-

mate claims against creditor misconduct after the company has been made insolvent.”

**MPs push for law change to support shareholders**

**THE TIMES**

**HUNT: IRAN WILL BE CHALLENGED ON NUCLEAR**

Britain has warned there will be “consequences” if Iran ceases its commitments under the international nuclear deal after Tehran announced it no longer felt bound by them and threatened to resume uranium enrichment. The foreign secretary called Iran’s move an “unwelcome step”.

**TYRIE DEMANDS POWER TO POLICE BIG COMPANIES**

Leading businesses are getting away with ripping off customers and should be policed more closely, the head of the competition regulator has said. Lord Tyrie said the public would be shocked at the “weakness” of penalties.

**GERMAN SLOWDOWN SET TO BLOW £100BN BLACK HOLE**

Germany faces a budget shortfall of £100bn (€115bn) over the next four years as its economy slows, according to leaked government figures published by Bild newspaper.

**THE DAILY TELEGRAPH**

**JPMORGAN POISED TO CONTROL A CHINESE FUND**

JPMorgan’s asset management arm could soon become the first foreign company to own a majority stake in a Chinese fund manager after its partner in a joint venture put part of the business up for sale. Shanghai International Trust has put a stake up for auction, with JPMorgan widely expected to snap it up.

**DONALD TRUMP JR SUBPOENED ON RUSSIA**

The Republican-led US Senate Intelligence Committee in recent weeks subpoenaed Donald Trump Jr, the US president’s eldest son, to testify about answers he gave congressional investigators as part of their Russia probe, according to people with knowledge of the matter.

**UBER SET TO PRICE IPO AT MIDPOINT OF TARGET RANGE**

Uber is on track to price its initial public offering at the midpoint of its target or below, according to people familiar with the matter. Following a big stock-market drop and the disappointing debut of rival Lyft.

**THE WALL STREET JOURNAL**

**FOCUS ON TECHNOLOGY**

**IBM TO SELL $20BN BONDS TO FUND RED HAT DEAL**

IBM will borrow $20bn (£15.4bn) to fund its takeover of open source software pioneer Red Hat, according to people familiar with the deal, in the second bumper bond sale of the week after Bristol-Myers Squibb sold $19bn of debt on Tuesday.
May to meet Tory backbench over her own exit date

THERESA May has agreed to a crunch meeting with a powerful group of Tory MPs who have the authority to change party rules and force her from office.

The Conservative leader will address the executive members of the back-bench 1922 Committee next Wednesday as pressure grows on her to resign from party leadership.

She will be asked to provide clarity on her intention to quit as Prime Minister, but Downing Street said yesterday she was sticking by her plan to step down only once “phase one” of Brexit, referring to the withdrawal agreement, is completed.

The 1922’s executive committee wants May to set out her departure plans if the Brexit deal is not passed by the Commons.

Speaking after a meeting of Conservative backbenchers yesterday evening, top Tory Sir Graham Brady said: “I’m sure that when we meet with her, that will be the question that needs to be resolved to people’s satisfaction.”

Under current party rules, May cannot be challenged for the party leadership until 12 December – exactly a year after she survived a previous confidence vote.

The 1922 Committee discussed changing the rules two weeks ago, and Brady hinted that debate could yet be reopened if May does not set out a clear timetable next week.

“We will have a further meeting as a committee following that [meeting with May] where it will be open to us to reach further conclusions or not,” he said.

Brady also said he expected the Prime Minister to try once again to get parliamentary backing for her Brexit deal before the European elections take place on 23 May.

May’s decision to meet the 1922 executives next week was not warmly received by all Tory backbenchers, with Brexit-backing Nadine Dorries describing it as “yet more can-kicking”. 

Tory MP Antoinette Sandbach, who is opposed to Brexit, accused her fellow executive committee members of “unseemly bullying” of the PM.

Standard Chartered shareholders revolt over chief executive’s pension

STANDARD Chartered shareholders gave the bank a bloody nose yesterday over a “stealth increase” to chief executive Bill Winters’ pension.

Investors holding more than 36 per cent of the UK-based multinational bank’s shares voted against its directors’ pay report at its annual general meeting (AGM).

Shareholder advisory firms ISS and Glass Lewis had urged investors to vote against Winter’s pay increase.

Earlier this year, the Investment Association said it would target companies whose director pension contributions were not in line with the majority of employees.

The bank planned to pay Winters a £474,000 pension allowance – up from £460,000 last year – on top of his £2.4m salary in cash and shares.

Speaking ahead of the result, Winters defended his pay. He said: “I don’t know what the focus on pension allowances is when we have been totally transparent that the board decided not to impose a pay cut on me, not to violate the contract that they have with me. That’s it. I mean the rest is noise.”

The bank said it recognised the “significant” opposition and would engage with shareholders.

Disney beats forecasts as theme parks draw in crowds

Disney beat expectations with a first-quarter revenue rise as its theme parks attracted more visitors. The firm, which recently bought 21st Century Fox for $71bn (£54.6bn), reported revenue of $14.9bn, up from $14.6bn last year.

Stagecoach sues Department for Transport over franchise ruling

BELLAGUED transport secretary Chris Grayling could be called to the stand after Stagecoach launched legal action over the government’s decision to disqualify it from three rail franchises.

Stagecoach said it was suing the Department for Transport (DfT) over its decision to bar it from the East Midlands, the West Coast and South Eastern franchises last month. The East Midlands franchise was instead awarded to Abellio, after the DfT said Stagecoach submitted “non-compliant” bids due to its refusal to share open-ended pension liabilities with the government.

As part of the proceedings, Grayling may be forced to give oral evidence in court. A DfT spokesperson said it had “total confidence” in the decision.

The Central London Ultra Low Emission Zone now operates 24/7

This is part of the commitment by the Mayor, Sadiq Khan, and TfL to help Londoners breathe cleaner air.

Search ‘ULEZ’ to see if you need to pay.
No one should have to pay for an honest mistake. That’s why we’ve created the TSB Fraud Refund Guarantee.

If someone has been targeted by fraudsters, the last thing they want to worry about is getting their money back.

But so often, far from being treated as victims of a crime, people have to fight their bank to get their money refunded.

That’s why we’re announcing the TSB Fraud Refund Guarantee.

It means that from now on, if a TSB customer is clearly an innocent victim of fraud, we will refund the money they lost from their TSB account (conditions apply).

This goes further than any type of fraud guarantee offered by any other bank.

Conditions: TSB’s Fraud Refund Guarantee will come into effect from 14 April 2019. TSB will not refund where customers are involved in committing the fraud. Customers that abuse the guarantee, for example by repeatedly ignoring account safety advice, may be excluded from future refunds under the guarantee. The guarantee covers authorised and unauthorised transactions for claims meeting the criteria; for authorised transactions the guarantee is limited to £1 million per claim. The conditions of the guarantee may be adjusted in future to guard against abuse or to help us prevent and prosecute fraud. We may also make adjustments to reflect guidance or requirements from regulators or enforcement authorities.

TSB Bank plc Registered Office: Henry Duncan House, 120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LH. Registered in Scotland No. SC09237. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Registration No. 19040. TSB Bank plc is covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and the Financial Ombudsman Service.
Provident says hostile bidder NSF overvalued

JAMES BOOTH

PROVIDENT Financial said yesterday it had concerns about the valuation of Non-Standard Finance (NSF), which is trying to take it over.

Provident said it had concerns NSF was undercapitalised, claiming NSF’s business was facing “significant headwinds”.

It added there was an overly-positive perspective on NSF’s headline financial performance, and that the firm was overvalued relative to other UK lenders.

Provident said it “strongly believes” its investors should not have to face the risks associated with a review of the deal by the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA), urging shareholders to “take no action in relation to the offer”.

John van Kuffeler, NSF’s group chief executive, said: “Any suggestion of an NSF capital raise or weakness in its financial performance is complete nonsense and rich coming from Provident.

“Unlike Provident, NSF has not needed an emergency capital raise and does not have a recent history of three profit warnings, the last being in 2016.

Provident’s latest broadside against NSF comes after Schroders, its third-largest shareholder, publicly came out against the offer on Tuesday.

The UK fund manager, which holds a 14.6 per cent stake in Provident, said the offer was not in the best interests of Provident shareholders.

NSF’s offer has gained the support of more than 50 per cent of Provident shareholders, including trader Neil Woodford, Invesco Asset Management and Marathon Asset Management.

On Tuesday, NSF urged Provident shareholders to accept its offer by the deadline of 1pm on 15 May.

It said “the performance of the Provident business continues to fall far short of its potential”.

NSF added: “Our offer and clear transformation plan present a brighter future for customers and employees while unlocking substantial value for shareholders.”

TRUMP CARD The New York Times gains 223,000 subscribers in the first quarter

SEBASTIAN MCCARTHY

@SebMcCarthy

FASHION group Joules poached retail veteran Nick Jones to take over as chief executive, it announced yesterday.

A former senior director at Marks & Spencer (M&S) and Asda, Jones has spent 25 years working within the retail industry.

After 15 years with M&S, latterly as director of home, beauty and gifts, Jones joined Asda in 2011 and subsequently became responsible for the performance of the grocer’s trading divisions across food, general merchandise and its George clothing brand.

Jones is set to take over at the British lifestyle brand from Colin Porter, who has been drafted in at struggling men’s tailoring giant Moss Bros.

In a statement yesterday, Ian Fillby, non-executive chairman of Joules, said: “On behalf of the board and everyone at Joules, I am thrilled to welcome Nick as our next chief executive.”
Commerzbank hesitates over takeover plans

Jess Clark
@jclarkjourno

COMMERZBANK played down the prospect of an immediate takeover deal as it revealed its first quarter results yesterday, weeks after merger talks with rival lender Deutsche Bank fell apart.

The bank’s chief financial officer Stephan Engels said he “didn’t hear anyone knocking at the door” and said the option remained to continue as a standalone company, as the bank reported a drop in profit and revenue for the first quarter of 2019.

Revenue fell 2.8 per cent year-on-year to €2.16bn (£1.86bn) from €2.22bn in 2018 driven by exceptional items, the German bank reported.

Group operating profit was €244m, down from €258m, driven by taxes and discontinued business.

Profit before tax plummeted 25.3 per cent from €301m in the first three months of 2018 to €225m this year.

Commerzbank and Deutsche Bank abandoned takeover discussions last month after they determined there were too many risks attached to the potential deal.

The merger, which was backed by the German government, would have created the Eurozone’s second largest lender.

Following the collapse of the talks, Deutsche Bank cut its revenue target.

Engels said: “Business with our clients remains on a positive track. Even in a very competitive environment, the first quarter is proof of the resilience of our corporate clients business and an example of what is possible.

“The challenge now is to build on this progress. We are continuing to implement cost reductions despite further increases in compulsory contributions and ongoing strategic investments. “Our cost targets remain unchanged.”
New houses put up for sale slide amid volatility

SEBASTIAN MCCARTHY
@SebMcCarthy

MORE surveyors reported a drop rather than a rise in new houses being put up for sale last month than in any other poll since June 2016, according to the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (Rics).

Waning appetite from new buyers and uncertainty over Brexit has driven a slowdown in new instructions, which also fell to a 16-month low in London during April.

Buyer enquiries and sales remained negative in the capital, with nine per cent more respondents forecasting a further fall in deals over the next three months.

Sixty-six per cent more respondents reported a fall rather than a rise in London house prices during April, remaining unchanged from the previous month.

According to Rics, people putting their houses on the market are also becoming “increasingly realistic” over their asking prices, suggesting that homeowners have been lowering expectations about the sums which prospective buyers are willing to pay for a property.

“Although there are signs of greater realism on pricing from vendors, there is little conviction in the feedback from respondents to the survey that activity in the housing market will pick-up anytime soon,” said Simon Rubinsohn, chief economist at Rics.

He added: “Significantly, the key Rics buyer enquiries indicator remains subdued and sales expectations looking a year out are only modestly positive.”

Analysis from Lonres earlier this week found that new instructions dropped 27 per cent across three of London’s prime areas, with the group noting that “it was sellers rather than buyers who were more cautious about the impact of Brexit”.

Purplebricks said market conditions had become “increasingly challenging”.

Purplebricks continues slump in wake of chief exec’s departure

JOE CURTIS
@joe_r_curtis

PURPLEBRICKS’ shares plummeted a further 10 per cent yesterday as news broke that Michael Bruce was stepping down immediately to be replaced by operations boss Vic Darvey.

The company revealed in the same update that it would retreat from its international bases. Purplebricks will pull out of Australia and scale back investment in America as it fights to cut expenditure.

Tuesday as news broke that Michael Bruce was stepping down immediately to be replaced by operations boss Vic Darvey.

The company revealed in the same update that it would retreat from its international bases. Purplebricks will pull out of Australia and scale back investment in America as it fights to cut expenditure.
Chinese exports in shock fall as US tensions rise

HARRY ROBERTSON
@harryrobertson

CHINESE exports unexpectedly fell in April, according to official customs data released yesterday, in a sign that pressure from the US is hurting the country’s economy.

Exports fell 2.7 per cent in April year-on-year, far below economists’ expectations of a rise of 2.3 per cent, with exports to the US falling sharply by 13.2 per cent.

The surprise drop came as trade tensions between China and the US continued to rise following US President Donald Trump’s Monday announcement that the US is preparing to crank up tariffs on $200bn (£153.7bn) of Chinese goods from 10 per cent to 25 per cent at midnight tonight.

Trump claimed in a tweet yesterday that China was stalling talks in the hope that it could renegotiate with a Democratic president following the election in 2020. China’s commerce ministry later said it would retaliate with levies of its own if the US proceeded with its plan to ratchet up tariffs tonight.

In better news for China, its imports improved in April, rising four per cent year-on-year after a fall of 7.6 per cent in March, in the latest evidence that domestic demand is stabilising.

“[If the US] are arguing that China seems to be backing away from their commitments, maybe China has been emboldened a little bit to do that by the bounce-back in their domestic data,” said Will Hobbs, chief investment officer at Barclays Investment Solutions.

The tensions appeared to be hurting China’s enormous tech sector, with exports of wireless telephone handsets and parts falling 19 per cent in April compared to a year earlier.
ITV revenue declines ahead of Britbox launch on strained advertising

JAMES WARRINGTON
@j_warrington

SHARES in ITV fell more than six per cent after it posted a slip in revenue for the first quarter of 2019, as economic uncertainty and lower demand for advertising continued to take their toll.

Total external revenue fell four per cent to £247m in the three months to the end of March.

Broadcast and online revenue dropped seven per cent to £489m, while ITV Studios revenue increased one per cent to £385m.

The results came as little surprise to investors, as the broadcaster continued in its strategy to counteract declining income from traditional advertising.

Total advertising slipped seven per cent over the three-month period, roughly in line with previous forecasts. ITV said the fall was due to continued economic and political uncertainty, which have compounded a wider shift away from TV advertising.

The figures were also impacted by the lack of the football World Cup, which boosted comparable revenue last year, and investment in streaming unit Britbox.

Russ Mould, investment director at AJ Bell, described ITV boss Carolyn McCall’s first year at the broadcaster as a “baptism of fire”.

McCall joined ITV last year.

Law firm Keystone tops predictions for full-year

JAMES BOOTH
@JamesBooth1

KEYSTONE Law yesterday posted a 35 per cent increase in revenue in its first full-year results since it became the third English law firm to float in November 2017.

The firm beat market expectations with revenue of £43.7m and adjusted profit before tax of £5.1m.

Keystone, which launched in 2002, operates a platform model, recruiting lawyers with their own books of business while the firm provides an overarching brand and organisation and a centralised functions such as IT and finance.

Keystone said principal lawyers at 31 January 2019 stood at 277, up 33 on a year previously.

Total fee earners grew to 321, up from 55 in January 2018.

Chief executive James Knight said “being on the public markets has served us extremely well... We were motivated in the first place by being an ambitious organisation and a desire to use public company status to interface and engage with a more sophisticated client base – although it’s quite anecdotal – it has been fairly effective.”

Keystone has been followed onto the legal industry.

SSE to axe 444 jobs in its retail sector covering smart meters

ALEX DANIEL
@alexmdaniel

ENERGY giant SSE has confirmed it will cut 444 jobs for people working in its retail sector, including those who fit smart meters to homes in the UK.

SSE yesterday blamed the cuts on “competition increasing, the introduction of the energy price cap and higher operating costs”.

Tony Keeling, chief operating officer at its energy services division, said: “To run a sustainable business, we need to become more efficient and ensure we have the right number of employees in the right locations to best serve our customers.”

Unite, Britain’s largest trade union, said the cuts were due to a “lack of take-up by consumers of smart meters which could assist in reducing energy emissions”.

Unite national officer for energy and utilities Peter Mcintosh said: “Today’s announcement by SSE Retail is disappointing, but not unexpected. “Demand for smart meters to be fitted in households has not reached the levels expected by the company – hence the job losses announced by the SSE retail sector.”

Monzo plans to save money for customers on their energy bills

AUGUST GRAHAM
@AugustGraham

MONZO customers will be able to use their apps to get a better deal on electricity and gas bills.

The challenger bank has teamed up with challenger energy suppliers Ovo and Octopus in a bid to lure more customers away from standard tariffs and the Big Six suppliers.

Octopus Energy boss Greg Jackson said: “We love working with innovators in other sectors to bring fair pricing to customers who’ve been ripped off for too long. Banking and energy have both failed to deliver value and service.”

Imperial slips on e-cigarette forecast miss

JAMES BOOTH
@JamesBooth1

SHARES in Imperial Brands fell more than six per cent yesterday after it announced weaker-than-expected e-cigarette sales.

The company boosted its half-year net revenue by 3.8 per cent to £3.6bn while earnings per share increased 1.1 per cent to 115.6p, ahead of analysts’ forecasts.

However it reported revenue of only £148m from its next-generation products (NGP) range, falling short of the £176m predicted by analysts.

Shares fell 6.3 per cent to 2,180p, Imperial blamed a slowdown in sales in the US of its Blu brand for missing NGP forecasts.

The company reiterated its full-year targets, with revenue growth forecast at or above the upper end of a one to four per cent range and earnings per share growth towards the lower end of a four to eight per cent range.

Karakuri’s robots can prepare personalised on-the-go meals to minimise food waste

Ocado chips in to £7m round for robotics startup Karakuri

EMILY NICOLLE
@emilynicolle

OCADO has led a £7m seed round for UK robotics firm Karakuri, its first investment in a tech startup.

The online supermarket chain will use the tech to expand its grocery offering after a fire devastated one of its automated warehouses.

More law firms are choosing to float and the legal profession have woken up to this.”

Russ Mould, investment director at AJ Bell, said Keystone “is cutting a swathe through the legal industry”.

Shares fell 2.17 per cent to 496p.

Tired of waiting? Make your move NOW!

MOVING TO PORTUGAL
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Travis Perkins up as improvements to service pay off

ALEX DANIEL

HOME improvement giant Travis Perkins’ shares rose yesterday after it reported 5.4 per cent total first quarter sales growth.

The FTSE 250 firm, which also owns Wickes and Toolstation, said the rise reflected a more “customer focused” approach after setting out a plan in December to provide better service for trade customers and simplify the business.

Shares rose 3.4 per cent yesterday.

Despite the growth, the firm could not upgrade its sales forecasts for 2019 given the “uncertain market conditions”, Travis Perkins said its like-for-like sales in the first quarter were up 10.6 per cent year-on-year in its core merchants division. Last month, the firm announced that boss John Carter would step down in August to be succeeded by Nick Roberts, the current chief of engineering firm Atkins.

JOE CURTIS

WETHERSPOONS insisted it is on track to hit full-year targets yesterday despite net debt creeping up and sales growth slowing.

The pub chain revealed that like-for-like sales have risen 7.6 per cent for the three months to the end of April, slower than the previous period’s 9.6 per cent rate.

The update followed its half-year results in March, in which profit slumped nearly 20 per cent.

Chair Tim Martin said: “We continue to anticipate a trading outcome for this financial year in line with our previous expectations.”

Wetherspoons revealed it had spent £71m on buying pub freeholds where it was previously a tenant and opening three new pubs. It has plans to open two more this year, after closing seven in the last three months.

Net debt rose three per cent to £746m, up from £724m at the end of last year, which the firm only expects to trim by £60m come the end of its financial year.

John Moore, senior investment manager at Brewin Dolphin, said: “There is some good sales progress in here against a tough economic backdrop; but, in the company’s previous statement, there was a significant drop in profitability, as investment in price and a wider offering was prioritised.

Direct Line hit by competition in car insurance

AUGUST GRAHAM

SHARES fell at Direct Line yesterday as the insurer faced lower gross written premiums in the first quarter of the year.

The measure dropped 2.1 per cent to £753.9m, driven by a 4.2 per cent contraction in its motor insurance unit to £386.9m.

“The motor market remained highly competitive, with market premiums falling to keep pace with claims inflation,” said chief financial officer and chief executive designate Penny James.

“Our response, as usual, was to focus on achieving our target loss ratios and continuing to improve pricing effectiveness,” Shares closed down 1.7 per cent yesterday to 312p as the company said it was still on track to meet its combined operating ratio target in the range of between 93 and 95 per cent, normalised for weather, for the full financial year.

“Insurance is an industry where scale matters and Direct Line remains the largest motor and home insurer in the UK,” said Shore Capital analyst Paul De’Ath. “The business is focused on the core market and has advantaged its peers through its network of repair centres and comprehensive offer.”

Transport for London Public Notice

WETHERSPOONS

JOE CURTIS

WETHERSPOONS insisted it is on track to hit full-year targets yesterday despite net debt creeping up and sales growth slowing.

The pub chain revealed that like-for-like sales have risen 7.6 per cent for the three months to the end of April, slower than the previous period’s 9.6 per cent rate.

The update followed its half-year results in March, in which profit slumped nearly 20 per cent.

Chair Tim Martin said: “We continue to anticipate a trading outcome for this financial year in line with our previous expectations.”

Wetherspoons revealed it had spent £71m on buying pub freeholds where it was previously a tenant and opening three new pubs. It has plans to open two more this year, after closing seven in the last three months.

Net debt rose three per cent to £746m, up from £724m at the end of last year, which the firm only expects to trim by £60m come the end of its financial year.

John Moore, senior investment manager at Brewin Dolphin, said: “There is some good sales progress in here against a tough economic backdrop; but, in the company’s previous statement, there was a significant drop in profitability, as investment in price and a wider offering was prioritised.

“While these sales go some way towards validating that decision, it remains to be seen if this will translate into comparable growth,” he said.

Shares fell 4.4 per cent yesterday.

The City A.M. Watch List for Luxury Week at The Royal Exchange

Tuesday 14th May

6.30pm – 8pm
9 The Royal Exchange
London EC3V 3Lq

A voyage through time, in one luxurious evening at The Royal Exchange: As part of The Royal Exchange’s inaugural Luxury Week, City AM brings together the horological experts from Watches of Switzerland, Bremont and Watchfinder & Co. for an unprecen-dented glimpse of fine watchmaking’s inner workings.

If you are interested in attending, please RSVP to events@cityam.com

MAYOR OF LONDON

Transport for London
Siemens delivers industrial profit above predictions

ALEX DANIEL
@alexdaniel

4.57%

Siemens posted better-than-expected adjusted profit for the second quarter yesterday, after unveiling its plan to separate and spin off its ailing power and gas business.

The company confirmed its forecast for the period, saying it expected a profit margin of between 11 and 12 per cent for its industrial business.

“Shares rose almost five per cent yesterday on the news,” said chief executive Joe Kaeser.

“The results followed an announcement to spin off its gas and power struggles as the reason for the split. Siemens is abandoning the business, where revenue and profit have collapsed, amid rising demand and fierce competition from rivals such as Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and General Electric.”

The contracts are for projects such as stand-alone level crossings and stand-alone major telecoms.

Supporting City Giving Day

Why are you supporting CGD?

We are long-time supporters of City Giving Day and, as usual, we are engaging across all our main locations around the world.

We like to use the occasion of City Giving Day to recognised our volunteers and fundraisers and to welcome our charity partners.

Which charities do you support?

We support many charities across all our locations. Last year, on the occasion of our 50th anniversary, we selected 20 new projects to support and invited our partners to our celebration event in Brussels. As part of our 50th anniversary donations, we are supporting St Mungo’s Recovery College in London and a Barnado’s youth centre in Scotland.

How will you celebrate CGD?

Every year, we try to do something different. As well as the usual fundraising challenges, we are looking to take this opportunity to make a special announcement related to our CSR programme. Last year, we announced that we were donating a large sum of money to various community projects to celebrate our 50th anniversary. This year, we will focus on volunteering.

City of London update

New location selected for wholesale markets

ARKING Reach has been agreed as the preferred site to consolidate and relocate the City of London Corporation’s three historic wholesale food markets, subject to public consultation.

A number of proposals relating to the future of Smithfield Market, Billingsgate Market and New Spitalfields Market – all of which are owned and managed by the City Corporation – were examined.

But it was felt that the Barking Reach site offered good potential to support the wider vision for the markets in a location broadly acceptable to traders.

Supporting a change of culture

THE City Corporation is to support London’s businesses with a project to help create corporate cultures that discourage drug use within their firms.

A specialist consultant will review national and international models, studying the most successful and sustainable approaches to dealing with corporate substance misuse.

The consultant will also look at the most effective ways of supporting the capital’s young employees and educating drug users on their personal and social responsibilities. The programme will then be developed, aiming to identify some of the reasons behind Class A drug usage and consider what behaviour changes might be employed to reverse this.

Siemens delivers industrial profit above predictions

Siemens is abandoning the business, where revenue and profit have collapsed, amid rising demand and fierce competition from rivals such as Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and General Electric. In the first quarter the division fell four per cent, though operating profit recovered due to a strong contribution from its services wing.

Siemens decided to turn its attention to developing its digital industries business, which focuses on automation in factories via drives and software.

New research by Fuel Ventures showed that 42 per cent of business owners were required to buy their co-founder’s share, with a “difference in opinions for the company’s direction” the most common driving factor.

Founder breakups were usually sparked by a “single specific disagreement” after a period of unrest or disputes.
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Electric vehicles (EVs) have reached a clear inflection point. Product quality has improved, consumer availability is expanding and cost of ownership is approaching parity with traditional combustion engine cars.

However, shifting to a fully EV future will require more time and investment than most investors expect. While the market remains focused on the use of electric cars, it is an electric van and lorry use that is accelerating ahead of the curve.

**The HEADWINDS FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES**

Even if we take very aggressive forecasts for the transition of new car sales to EVs, the overall composition of the car fleet will take many decades—arguably too long—to shift. There are two key reasons for this:

The first is that not even a fraction of the battery factories required to power all of the world’s automobiles exist. Very large new markets will be created and destroyed in the transition. Investors may want to take note of the major markets that are developing in battery components such as electrodes, power electronics, and electric motors.

The second factor slowing electric car use is the replacement speed of the average life of a car is over 15 years. It is even longer in emerging economies. Data suggests that most consumer car journeys would still be generating substantial greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in 2040, and the only way to overcome that would be a forced early retirement of combustion engine vehicles.

COMMERCIAL DELIVERY VEHICLES WILL ELECTRIFY MUCH FASTER

Commercial delivery and logistics vehicles, on the other hand, generally have a shorter life as they work much harder than consumer vehicles. Electric vehicles are also ideally suited to commercial use on short haul delivery networks, as the vehicles return to the local depot once a day to be recharged. The logistics industry is rapidly catching on to this. Companies that rely on large delivery fleets are aggressively converting their vans and trucks to electric. This is partly a result of city authorities rapidly tightening emission regulations.

But it’s also simply because electricity is cheaper. Deutsche Post DHL have gone as far as committing to operating 70% of their own “first and last mile” services with clean delivery solutions by 2025.

Delivery firms are under pressure from their clients. For example, Amazon has recently announced plans to make 50% of all shipments carbon neutral by 2030 (when only around 10% of the existing consumer car fleet will have shifted to electric).

It is clear that this pace of conversion away from combustion engine vehicles can and will happen fastest in the professional delivery and ecommerce industry.

Investors should also consider the wider backdrop—companies that adapt to global challenges such as climate change, put themselves on a far better footing. Amazon is just one potential example.

Consumers and regulators may wake up to the significant contribution to greenhouse gas emissions made by consumer car journeys to and from their favourite shops. Perhaps then, traditional retailers and out-of-town shopping malls will face future regulatory costs and headwinds as they are asked to incorporate the true cost of their associated emissions against a cleaner, online, alternative. As climate change investors, we intend to remain one-step ahead.

The value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. This information is not an recommendation to buy or sell any security or to adopt any investment strategy.

Social media firms to be judged on safety levels ahead of new laws in fight against online harms

Last month, the government published a white paper on online harms, which set out a code of conduct for social media firms and established a duty of care over their users.

While the government does not yet have the power to enforce the new rules, Wright said firms will be judged on their actions from now, not just from when the laws come into force.

“A sensible online company will make provision for the way they can see the wind is blowing and start to prepare for the event of the regulator before it actually arrives,” he said.
Hopes of trade spat resolution underpins FTSE

The FTSE 100 ended higher yesterday as investors welcomed indications from Washington that it and Beijing could be closer to a trade deal, though the mood remained wary and dull earnings updates kept a lid on gains.

The main index steadied 0.2 per cent higher, also boosted by oil stocks after data showed a surprise draw in US crude inventories. The FTSE 250 was up 0.3 per cent, helped by gains in industrial and oil stocks.

World markets saw an upturn after the US said it had received an indication that Beijing wanted to make a trade deal. The White House had earlier announced it would raise tariffs on $200bn (£153.8bn) worth of Chinese imports.

Yesterday it would retaliate if the US went ahead.

The FTSE 250 was up 0.3 per cent, helped by gains in industrial and oil stocks. World markets saw an upturn after the US said it had received an indication that Beijing wanted to make a trade deal. The White House had earlier announced it would raise tariffs on $200bn (£153.8bn) worth of Chinese imports.
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### FTSE 100

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTSE 100</td>
<td>7271.00</td>
<td>10.53</td>
<td>7260.50</td>
<td>7271.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FTSE 250

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTSE 250</td>
<td>1953.91</td>
<td>66.22</td>
<td>1947.50</td>
<td>1959.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FTSE ALL SHARE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTSE ALL SHARE</td>
<td>3991.93</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>3995.00</td>
<td>3987.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DOW JONES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES</td>
<td>25967.33</td>
<td>20.44</td>
<td>25965.00</td>
<td>25969.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NASDAQ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NASDAQ</td>
<td>7943.32</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>7942.00</td>
<td>7943.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### S&P 500

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P 500</td>
<td>2879.42</td>
<td>123.19</td>
<td>2867.00</td>
<td>2882.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MAIN CHANGES UK 350

#### Risers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Change</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Fallers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Change</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EU SHARES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Change</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### US SHARES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Change</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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When women ruled the world of coding

Female computer programmers have been written out of history – this has to change

Coding was once a field dominated by women. From the 1940s to the 1960s, about 90 per cent of computer programmers and systems analysts in the US were female.

Hardware was largely run by men, but software was treated as clerical work and offered to women who were good at maths and logical thinking. In 1967, Cosmopolitan magazine ran an article called “The Computer Girls,” highlighting the industry as an excellent career choice.

And it was an important job too. During the Second World War, a female workforce was in charge of operating the Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer (Eniac), the first electronic general-purpose computer. Almost 200 women helped to speed up calculation, and six were directly involved with the new task of “programming” the Eniac.

Yet these women have been written out of history, and their tales largely forgotten.

As technology progressed in the 1970s and into the 1980s, personal computers became accessible to the general public, and advertisers promoted them as “boys’ toys.”

When women ruled the world of coding

Between 1984 and 2011, the proportion of female computer programmers declined from 37 per cent to 12 per cent. In the UK, female programmers and software developers made up only 3.9 per cent of tech and telecommunications professionals by 2017 – down from 10 per cent in 2007. Given these abysmal figures, how do we restore the gender balance?

INSPIRE: EXPOSE YOUNG PEOPLE TO ROLE MODELS

Girls switch off from subjects like physics around age 13, when role models start to play a larger role in their lives. At the moment, young women look up, can’t see people like them in techy roles, and so don’t think that it’s a career for them.

It is hard for young people to be what they cannot see, so we need to start by exposing young women to more inspiring role models that they will want to emulate.

RECRUIT: LOOK AT MORE THAN JUST QUALIFICATIONS

While improving, the proportion of women taking maths and computer science courses is still significantly lower than for men.

If qualifications in these subjects are a prerequisite, the pool of female talent is limited. However, boot camps such as Makers Academy (which I chair) and others are now focusing on core skills rather than qualifications. As a result, 37 per cent of Makers coders are female, expanding the pool for everyone.

SUPPORT: FOCUS RELENTLESSLY ON EQUALITY

Within organisations, ensure that gender equality takes sustained management focus. Quite small discrepancies can lead to completely different trajectories for men and women.

For example, women are typically slightly less likely to put themselves forward for a big opportunity. Unconscious bias means that they may also be slightly less likely to be picked. So leadership teams need to actively manage organisations to avoid these thousand small cuts and focus relentlessly on gender equality.

One thing that we are doing to help is launching the UK’s first Women in Software Power List, along with our partners ComputerWeekly and Level39. Aimed at the rising stars of the coding community and open to candidates from around the UK, the list published this week celebrates the contribution of female talent in the development of the digital economy across all sectors.

It’s not too late to turn back the clock and get women back into coding.

Claudia Harris is chair of Makers Academy.
We must not attempt to bring the failed Iran Deal back to life

It is not often that Trump is lauded for his accuracy, but he was not wrong about the JCPOA.

Alan Mendoza

Time for South Africa to heed Mandela’s call and finally embrace the free market

Hey Nelson Mandela was released from prison in 1990, the then President of South Africa, F. W. De Klerk, estimated that at least half of the upper echelons of the African National Congress party were either Communist or Soviet bloc trained. Consequently, when Apartheid was ended, economic expectations for the country were high. Just as the world was abandoning socialism, it seemed to onlookers that South Africa was about to embrace it, to the detriment of its economy.

Fast-forward three decades, and the impact of that political starting point is evident. While South Africa did not fully adopt a socialist system, its past leaders’ aversion to free markets has held back the economy, with devastating results.

To take just one metric as a snapshot, look at the unemployment rate, which the latest figures put at a dizzying 27 per cent. If you include people who are able to work but not looking for a job because they have left the labour market, it increases to 37 per cent. The unemployment rate is highest in the world outside Venezuela.

There are a number of complex reasons for such stratospheric unemployment. South Africa’s economy is failing some very basic tests.

First, there are concerns over property rights, with corruption and “state capture” rife at every level of government, exacerbated by excessive bureaucracy and a subsequent lack of responsiveness.

Growth in the regulatory state has also undermined competitiveness, and seen South African slide down the rankings of global indices of economic freedom. Red tape and corruption act as private sector employers more risk-averse, reducing both investment and employment. Even within the private sector there is insufficient competition, with high costs of concentration reducing innovation, thanks in part to the historic cosiness relationship between the big players and government officials.

Finally, there is a huge mismatch between the skills distribution of the society and the skill needs of the economy. Bluntly, there is just way too much unskilled labour in the market, which presents a massive challenge to the education system. This is not something that can be fixed quickly or easily, but it is crucial for South Africa’s long-term success.

Getting out of this hole means restructuring state enterprises, lowering taxes, and opening up markets to create more economic freedom, while fundamentally reforming the education system.

That’s a daunting political task in a country where inequality is so wide and it is estimated that half the population lives in poverty – but it has to happen.

Nelson Mandela himself recognised this. Back in 2003, he said: “It is not a question any longer about whether the world embraces a free market economy. The globalised world in which we live has made it imperative that we open our markets both internally and to the outside world. The free market is not merely an American export; it is the acknowledged route for economies all over the world. Closed markets and command economies are self-evidently inappropriate for our times.”

Nearly 30 years since his release from prison, maybe it’s time to start listening to him.

Graeme Leach is chief executive and chairman of Leach, Leach and Company, a macroeconomic, geopolitical and future megatrends research consultancy.

Letters to the Editor

Peak Keynes

[Re: A new book about austerity has Keynesian economists reeling]

I enjoyed the article by Professor Tim Congdon on government spending, but I felt it was too simplistic. The argument has to be more complicated than whether or not government investment boosts public demand and output. Spending on what? And how much?

When Keynes was writing, the kind of investment he was talking about was basic healthcare, an efficient road network, state support to get you through hard times, education to your mid-teens, and so on. There logically must come a point where more investment does not translate into more multiples of economic growth.

Motorways everywhere! Education until your 30s! Is safety so complacent that people fall asleep in it? A graph could be drawn that would show a flattening curve, I am sure: government spending will have more effect in economies already more advanced than in richer, more advanced ones.

That is why our current “austerity” does not reduce demand a great deal: much of what is cut is not achieving a lot in the first place, the graphically probable way it probably turns back on itself. In other words, it will peak.

Where that peak is and what can be cut that will actually boost output is not easy to answer, however.

Dr M. G. Reed

Beta of Twitter

Uber cannot be allowed to get away with huge payouts for its CEOs while refusing to pay drivers a decent wage and respect their rights at work. Stand with these workers on strike today, across the UK and the world, asking you not to use Uber between 7am and 4pm. #UberShutDown @lottelydia @bbclaurak @J_Zeber

Here’s the “timetable” set out by Shadow Brexit secretary Keir Starmer that he hopes will deliver Brexit in phase one and then she will make way for phase two.

Translation: May will leave Number 10 at some point between today and the end of time. (proper bold)

@bbclaurav

Hearing Change UK, Lib Dems and Greens considering all backing the same independent Remain candidate in Peterborough @bbcbrav

In 2017 the Lib Dems got 1,597 votes. The Greens didn’t even keep their deposit. 60 per cent of Peterborough voters have said they are POINTLESS. @lottelydia

NEW: Due to damage to a bridge between Oxford and Banbury, all lines between the stations are blocked. @CrossCountryUK

We can confirm the bridge is fine, but the problem with the bridge is on the other side. @CrossCountryUK
The Debenhams administration process has gone horribly wrong

MAGPIES are among the world’s cleverest animals. Prone to cumulative loss from other nests, they enjoy a surprising degree of protection. Foiled Debenhams suitor Mike Ashley won’t miss the irony that while his Newcastle United Football Club is nicknamed after these swooping robbers, a marauding band of debtholders have led a planned effort to steal the stricken retailer from under his nose, wiping out his near 30 per cent stake and those of other shareholders.

The situation is far from black and white. Controversial Sports Direct owner Ashley might be “Marmite”, but white. Controversial Sports Direct has complained to the FCA that this potential sale is not genuine. The Americans have ridden roughshod over UK insolvency law while regulators sit and watch.

Directors would insist that they have acted in good faith, putting the interests of the company – and therefore its shareholders – first. However, the Companies Act 2006 is clear on fiduciary duties to shareholders as a whole, as well as on exercising powers to remove the influence of dissenting ones. Something is up with the Debenhams process, with the scale of possible wrongs ranging from simple lack of judgement by directors, to what Ashley has described as a “long planned theft”.

Swopping magpies are a protected species unless they are shown to be a threat to conservation. What Debenhams’ directors have conspired is debatable – certainly not Ashley’s. 29.7 per cent stake, at an estimated loss of £150m, or the chance, through his rights issues, for other shareholders to participate in a turnaround. Regulators have a duty to take a much closer look at what appears an appalling use of the pre-pack process.

Offers are now being sought for the operations, but on tough terms that stop a buyer contacting landlords or concessionaires for 18 months – a ridiculous restriction, not least since Debenhams is now in a Company Voluntary Arrangement with creditors to reorganise its debt stack.

Does this restriction apply to the lenders and current owners? No wonder Sports Direct has complained to the FCA that this potential sale is not genuine. The Americans have ridden roughshod over UK insolvency law while regulators sit and watch.

With Uber drivers striking over pay and conditions, is the gig economy bad news for workers?

The gig economy is currently rigged against workers. Platforms like Uber hide behind their status as tech firms, rather than employers, to create a worst-of-births labour model.

Drivers are considered “self-employed” when being denied basic rights like sick pay and a minimum wage, yet treated like employees when it comes to discipline, dismissal, and bosses setting rates and conditions. Workers can also be “deactivated” (fired) without any due process. The (mis)classification of workers is central to the digital economy. It saves companies up to 30 per cent by shifting operational costs onto workers, allowing them to treat workers like a disposable resource – relying on their

DEBATE

YES

Dalía Gebrial

labour forastronomical growth and profit, while bearing no responsibility for their welfare and stability. This creates a new, intensified form of precarity and unethical work practices. Digitisation is changing work – we should be harnessing technology to make work fairer, not more exploitative.

Dalía Gebriel is a researcher on the gig economy and workers’ rights at the London School of Economics.

NO

Annabel Denham

started to offer drivers more benefits, but legal uncertainty surrounding employment status is holding them back from doing more. Current legislation needs updating, but the government must beware of shoehorning in regulation that risks stifling innovative platforms and the many workers who benefit from them.

Annabel Denham is communications director at The Entrepreneurs Network.

Thurs 9 May

Debate at the Printworks

17.00-18.00

Your voice matters. Book your place at cityam.com/debate

Annabel Denham is communications director at The Entrepreneurs Network.

With Uber drivers striking over pay and conditions, is the gig economy bad news for workers?
PERSONAL FINANCE

COUNTING ON YOU

With everyone going giddy about the royal baby, Katherine Denham finds out how you can prepare for your first child

HAS arrived. And I’m not just talking about the royal baby, but the mania – the 23-page newspaper spreads, the bets on baby names (Archie was definitely not the bookies’ favourite), the frenzy over the first glimpse of the little sprog.

I don’t want to put a downer on all the celebrations, but babies aren’t cheap. According to the Child Poverty Action Group, the average cost of your first child is a trumpery-inducing £8,418 per year. Over the course of 18 years, costs amount to £151,529.

Most of us don’t have the kind of gold-plated, diamond-encrusted finances that come with being seventh in line to the throne.

“Planning for a new baby is wonderful and exciting, but the hard truth is having babies costs money,” says Becky O’Connor, personal finance specialist for Royal London.

“The financial strain for many couples who start a family comes from the ‘concertina effect’ of a rise in goings, as well as a drop in income, as you consider whether you can share some of your leave with your partner, and if there would be any circumstances in which you would need to repay any of your parental rewards (such as if you decide not to return to work).

Another question worth raising is what happens to your pension during parental leave. Some employers will continue to contribute into your workplace pension while you’re on leave, but if they don’t, Makings advises that you should consider if you can make up contributions when you go back to work.

Also, make sure that you claim child benefits (even if you’re a high-rate taxpayer), because stay-at-home parents who don’t register can end up losing the National Insurance credits needed to qualify for state pension, and this can be costly later in life.

Some workplaces offer other support, such as childcare vouchers or creche facilities for when you return to work, so find out whether any schemes are available.

BABY STEPS

You may well want to share baby care with your partner, but first you’ll need to work out whether it is cost-effective based on the paternity or maternity pay on offer, says O’Connor, pointing out that pay varies dramatically from employer to employer.

Based on this, she sensibly advises that you should work out what your income will be for the whole of the first year of your child’s life.

“Add up your total joint net annual pay and divide it by 12 to give a rough monthly budget for the first year. This will prevent you overspending when your baby is little and running out of cash later in the year.”

It will also reduce the likelihood of you having to go back to work earlier than you want to because you need the money towards the end of the first year, missing out on valuable time at the start of your child’s life.

LABOUR PAUS

Depending on what your employer is offering in terms of maternity or paternity pay, it’s likely that you will have to plan ahead for a period of lower income.

“Go back to the drawing board on your family finances,” says Makings.

In order to figure out what is realistic and affordable, look at how you fare financially on a reduced household income after essential spending has been taken into account.

Of course, increased costs with a new baby are inevitable, and as Makings points out, they are unlikely to come in nice even monthly chunks.

“Remember that some costs are one-offs, such as nursery equipment, a pram, and a car seat. Other costs will be regular and ongoing, such as nappies, clothes, and food.”

She also warns that some costs are less obvious, but should still be factored into your budget, such as visits to soft play areas, the zoo, or parent and baby activity classes.

PREGNANCY PILLOW

Around half of parents don’t have a plan in place in case the main bread-winner loses their income due to illness, with just 12 per cent covered by an income protection policy, according to a study of 1,000 people by insurer LV.

A sudden loss of income can have a massive impact on family finances, so consider getting income protection insurance, which would provide you with a financial safety net if anything unfortunate happens to you or your partner.

There are also other ways to give yourself a financial buffer in case anything unexpected were to happen. The most obvious way is to build up your savings before you start thinking about expanding your family.

As O’Connor says: “If you are managing well on two full-time incomes before your baby comes along, and you think that there’s room to save a bit more, do it. Having a cushion to dip into will be a blessing later on.”

She also suggests trying to avoid overspending on things you might not need before your little one arrives. “It’s surprising how little you really need in the early days. And babies grow quickly, so don’t waste money by spending on new clothes – and accept hand-me-downs.”

Also remember that some things are free for pregnant women, such as dental care and prescriptions.

SWEET CHILDREN OF MINE

When you near the end of your parental leave, you might consider going back to work. But of course, that means you have to take into account the cost of childcare, which is notoriously expensive in the UK.

The average cost of sending a child under two years old to nursery in the UK is £127 per week part-time (50 hours), and £242 per week full-time (50 hours), according to the Money Advice Service.

With this in mind, it’s not surprising that many parents decide that it doesn’t make financial sense for them to return to work immediately.

“When considering returning to work, revisit your budget,” says Makings, pointing out that this calculation is particularly relevant for anyone considering returning to work part-time. “Talk to your payroll colleagues to assess any impact on your tax code where you have had a period of no pay. Also understand your employer’s position on emergency care leave and parental leave.”

Your newborn might not be a privileged member of the royal family, but you don’t need that kind of cash to give your child a happy future.

Even a small amount of financial preparation can go a long way. And by avoiding money worries, it means you can focus on your baby’s first years.
Google’s dirt cheap Pixel

The streamlined Pixel 3a is the best value for money phone you can buy

PHONE
PIXEL 3A / PIXEL 3A XL
FROM £399, STORE.GOOGLE.COM

Google has this week announced two new additions to its lineup of Pixel phones, at its annual Google I/O event in California. The Pixel 3a and the Pixel 3a XL will start at the relatively piddling sum of £399 (compared to £739 for the Pixel 3) and are positioned as a pair of wallet-friendly, value-for-money alternatives to the company's two premium flagship Pixel devices. With the launch of two mid-range Android phones, Google is taking aim at the widening chasm in the market created as the most expensive handsets from Apple and Samsung sail past the £1,000 mark.

Hands-on impressions are of a phone that looks and feels remarkably similar to the high-end Pixel 3, with the same unibody design and glassy two-tone finish round the back. In fact, it’s tricky to spot which corners Google has cut to drive down the price this much. Luxuries like wireless charging have been stripped out, and the front-facing dual speakers have been replaced with a single speaker, but much of what makes the Pixel 3 such a great phone is tied up in Google's software rather than in the phone's physical hardware. And here on the Pixel 3a, the software has been optimised to within an inch of its life to run smoothly on bargain basement specs.

This means the single-lens camera of the Pixel 3a can rely on the same array of image processing algorithms and machine learning wizardry to produce the kind of photography you’d expect of a phone costing twice as much. It retains features like Night Sight, which produces impressively clear and colourful photographs in low light environments, as well as Portrait mode, which uses software to differentiate between the foreground and background, and so doesn't require a second lens. As with the Pixel 3 before it, you’re given unlimited online storage for pictures and video with Google Photos. Other software features passed down to this sub-£400 phone include Adaptive Battery, which tracks and predicts app usage to divert power to where it’s needed most, and dial-up battery usage when your phone is idle. Google Assistant, the virtual helper now ubiquitous in every Google product, is along for the ride as expected.

And Google has finally found a practical use for augmented reality tech beyond making it look like you're standing in your kitchen. Walking directions in Google Maps can now be over-layered on to the camera, placing giant hovering arrows over the real world to show you which way down the street you should be going, and where your next turn is. It’s a genuinely helpful feature for those moments of brief disorientation when leaving an unfamiliar tube station, and will also be eventually rolled out to existing Pixel phones.

There’s also a headphone jack, which feels about as retro as a vinyl deck in 2019, and enterprise-grade data encryption with the same dedicated Titan M security chip found in the top-end Pixel 3. Taken as a whole, the Pixel 3a and Pixel 3a XL represent the best budget phones you can buy. Against a backdrop of spiralling handset costs, Google makes a compelling case for not dropping a grand when it comes to upgrade time.

PHONE
Huawei P30 Pro
FROM £895, HUAWEI.COM/UK

The Huawei P30 Pro is a powerhouse of a phone, a real beefcake tuned for photography and performance. The phone’s standout feature, the thing setting it apart from Samsung and Apple’s best offerings, is its sophisticated and game-changing camera, the guts of which have been totally redesigned since the launch of the previous P20 Pro.

So round the back you’ve got a menagerie of no fewer than four lenses: a 40MP main camera, a 20MP wide angle lens, an 8MP telephoto lens and a time of Flight camera to measure depth and enable more realistic focal effects in portrait photography.

Just behind this merry quartet of lenses is a newly redesigned sensor that detects light differently to regular camera sensors. Rather than measure light in degrees of red, green and blue (a standard RGB setup, the P30 Pro is instead absorbing red, yellow, green and blue (an RYYB sensor unique to this device).

Huawei’s camera nerds claim that double counting yellow light like this is a more efficient way to measure green light, and that it’s uniquely positioned among smartphone firms to make this change to its hardware, as it owns all the necessary stages of the manufacturing process.

In practice you’d be hard-pressed to spot anything wrong with Huawei’s Optical Long Range Camera (OLRC) system, a technology that incorporates an RYYB sensor to the resulting photographs. It’s designed to take the best telephoto lens currently available in any smartphone. This type of long-distance lens has typically been limited by the physical thickness of a handset, but by refracting light at a 90-degree angle down the body of the phone, like a miniature periscope, it’s enabled a 5x optical zoom mode and a hugely impressive, software-assisted 10x digital zoom. You could point it across the street and read the fine print on your neighbour’s bank statements.

Well, not quite, but it does have an almost needlessly powerful zoom, combining software processing and physical lenses to produce incredibly impressive shots of far away scenes. Taken with the improved ultra-wide angle lens – which enables effortless landscape photography – it makes Huawei’s P30 Pro the obvious choice for photography enthusiasts. Or at least for anyone who’d like their Instagram pics of their dog to look a whole lot nicer.

The P30 Pro is more than just a decent snapper. It boasts a speedy in-screen fingerprint scanner, a barely visible nipple-notch at the top of the screen, and a long-lasting and fast-charging battery. It’s a premium Android device in every aspect, with a high quality fit and finish that’s solid in the hand. You rarely see leaps forward on this kind of scale. Huawei’s thrown everything they’ve got behind the P30 Pro, and the result is easily the best phone of the last 12 months.
Bill Esdaile previews the Homeserve Dee Stakes

**THE PUNTER**

When Vichai Srivaddhanaprabha, the billionaire Leicester City chairman and racehorse owner, was tragically killed in a helicopter crash last October, his son Aiyawatt pledged to continue with his father’s visions.

Away from football, one of those dreams was to expand his passionate horseracing ownership interests under the King Power umbrella and to nurture an exciting crop of racehorses.

Speaking of which, he obviously has no intention of being short of a Godolphin-owned hotpot. The aptly-named Fox Chairman looks another leading contender if the ground dries out.

The son of Sea The Stars finished second to Line Of Duty at Goodwood last September before bolting up in his maiden on heavy ground at Gowran Park last September, so he won’t be inconvenienced if the ground deteriorates any further.

The same cannot be said for last season’s Royal Lodge winner Mohawk who looks another leading contender if the ground dries out.

However, he has done all of his racing on a decent surface and his ability to handle the ground would have to be taken on trust.

Looking at the other four runners, if there is to be a turn-up, it is likely to be the Mark Johnston-trained Living Legend.

He has won his last two and is definitely respected despite the fact he was taken on trust.

Any softening of the ground might be a monster step up in class for Mohtarrif.

There has to be a doubt over whether Dark Jedi will actually stay, while this is a monster step up in class for Mohtarrif.

Looking at the other four runners, if...
**Kew Gardens set to bloom in Ormonde**

CLASS is class and those oozing it tend to come to the fore in Chester’s Group Three Boodles Diamond Ormonde Stakes (3.35pm).

That was certainly the case 12 months ago when Idaho comfortably saw off inferior opposition to give Aidan O’Brien his fourth win in the race.

He had been running in international Group Ones and although he hadn’t managed to win one, he had run respectably a number of times and in that company.

This year the undoubted class act is Kew Gardens for the same yard on the back of his win in the St Leger last September.

This son of Galileo used his stamina to out-game Tepin in the Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe marked down as a genuine Group One middle-to-long distance horse for this season and he looks the standout here.

The only real worry is that he has to carry a Group One penalty for his St Leger victory, while he would also probably prefer a slightly sounder surface.

Regardless of those two slight concerns, I think he will have too much for them and is worth backing at Evens with Coral.

Ian Williams has declared Magic Circle for this race and tomorrow’s Chester Cup and has said he and owner Marwan Koukash will make a final decision this morning.

He is only rated 4lbs inferior to Kew Gardens and will receive 7lbs, so you can certainly make a case for him from a handicapping perspective at 7/2.

However, the best of his recent form has come at two miles plus and I worry if he has enough speed to cope with the favourite.

He is a very good stayer, but he burst blood vessels in the Melbourne Cup last time when sent off just 6/1 so we also need to see if that has left a mark.

Morando is next in the betting at 7/2 for the in-form Andrew Balding-Silvestre de Sousa combination.

This gelded son of Kendargent has some fair form in the book, notably when dead-heating Young Rascal in a Group Three at Newbury back in October.

That was over 1m4f, the furthest he had ever gone, so it has to be taken on trust that he will see out this 1m5½f given his breeding.

Cypress Creek is the Ballydoyle second string and he had some solid if not spectacular form last season.

The highlight was a two-mile Group Three win at Naas in September and you get the feeling his future is going to lie over staying distances.

Both Warmaq and Dalgarno look out of their depth here and are surely just trying to pick up a little bit of prize money.

Chester handicaps are notably tricky and I personally tend to tread very carefully with them.

That said, I can see LINCOLN PARK going well for Mick Appleby in the

**Don’t be a Fool and stick with Fahey’s in the opener**

THERE really is nothing quite like Chester, although the track most similar to it is probably Happy Valley in Hong Kong.

Like with Happy Valley, it is the races over five and six furlongs where the draw is the most important.

In today’s opening Gateley PLC Handicap (1.50pm), the last seven winners have all burst out of stall four or lower, with the last two coming from trap one.

Copper Knight has got the plum draw this year and it is no surprise that this two-time course and distance winner is a warm order.

He had some excellent form at the back end of last season and reappeared with a decent fourth in Musselburgh’s Scottish Sprint Cup last month.

There is lots to like about his chances apart from his 3/1 price and the fact he has never won from a mark this high before.

A better value option is Richard Fahey’s FOOL FOR YOU at 6/1, who has a nice draw in stall three and was mighty consistent last year.

She was a good second over course and distance in June before going on to win at Ayr and Wolverhampton.

Promising apprentice Sean Davis takes off 5lbs and I think Copper Knight will have a tough task conceding 15lbs to her.

For those looking for a bigger price each-way, I wouldn’t put anyone off throwing a few quid at Tom Dascombe’s REFLEKTOR at 9/1 with Ladbrokes.

Although he doesn’t have the best draw in stall eight, he will relish the cut in the ground and has some good form round here.

He wasn’t beaten far when fourth in this race 12 months ago and he is 3lbs lower this afternoon.
Lucas hat-trick caps drama-filled night to put Spurs into the final, writes Felix Keith

JUST when you thought it couldn’t happen again, it did. Tottenham were dead and buried, 3-0 down on aggregate in a Champions League semi-final, away from home against an Ajax side who had already disposed of European heavyweights Real Madrid and Juventus.

But they refused to be beaten, and through Lucas Moura’s hat-trick, completed in the 96th minute, they fought back to produce the proudest moment in their European history and a second stunning comeback from an English team in the competition in as many nights.

“We saw Liverpool last night and it just goes to show it’s not over until it’s over,” said fullback Danny Rose after the whistle, while his manager, Mauricio Pochettino, overflowed with emotion behind him.

Tottenham’s prize is an all-Premier League final against Liverpool in Madrid on 1 June.

FURTHER BEHIND

This match was Spurs’s season boiled down into one game and within five minutes it looked for all the world to be slipping away from them.

Matthijs de Ligt rose highest to head in a corner, send the Amsterdam Arena into raptures and seemingly send Ajax on their way to the final.

Tottenham had their chances in the first half, with Son Heung-min twice going close and Christian Eriksen firing at goalkeeper Andre Onana, but in truth there were outclassed.

Ajax, with the classy Barcelona-bound Donnie van de Beek pulling the strings, were just too slick, too fluent and, simply, too good.

Hakim Ziyech expertly whipped a second into the far corner from Dusan Tadic’s cut-back to make it 2-0 on the night and give Spurs a mountain to climb at halftime.

MOMENTUM SWING

To his credit Pochettino recognised the problem and addressed them. Victor Wanyama, who had looked like a fish out of water in a midfield battle which could hardly have suited him less, was withdrawn to make way for Fernando Llorente.

Faced with a youthful, technical and revolving midfield, Spurs chose to bypass it and change the angle of attack. The results were fruitful and immediate.

Rose nutmegged de Jong, launched a counter-attack through Dele Alli, who – for the first time in the match, fed the irresistible Moura to tuck into the bottom corner.

Taking a leaf out of Liverpool’s playbook, they struck with the second punch almost immediately, with Moura picking up the pieces from some Llorente-inspired chaos to dance around some challenges and find the net.

ROLLING WITH THE PUNCHES

Just like Liverpool, though, they needed their goalkeeper and some luck. Hugo Lloris saved from de Ligt’s drive and from Ziyech in stoppage time, while the Moroccan also struck the post and fired narrowly wide with his normally trusty left foot.

But all the things that had been going wrong in the first half – Kieran Tripper’s distribution, Moussa Sissoko’s surging runs, Eriksen’s vision, Alli’s touches around the box – were now reversed.

When Jan Vertonghen struck the crossbar with an 87th-minute header and saw his rebound hacked away that could have been it. When Llorente cleared the same bar in the 94th minute from a corner that could have been it.

But the game continued and Spurs refused to give in. Alli flicked the ball around the corner, looking for Moura one last time. Moura anticipated his team-mate’s pass one last time and fired into the bottom corner.

It was a scarcely believable ending to a rollercoaster night, summed up by a tear-soaked Pochettino.

“The emotion is amazing, thank you to football. My players are heroes – in the last year I was telling everyone this group are heroes,” he said.

“We were talking before the game that when you work and when you feel the love it’s not stress it’s passion of the team. We showed we love the sport and football.”

SPORT DIGEST

ARCHER LIGHTS UP RAIN SOAKED ODI AT THE OVAL OF STAGE 1
during England’s opening One Day International against Pakistan was abandoned yesterday after persistent rain. Pakistan reached 80-2 from 14 overs after the hosts won the toss and elected to bowl, but following frequent showers the match was called off at 7.10pm. Despite the conditions, Jofra Archer had time to show his class, taking figures of 4-4 from four overs while bowling speeds of 93mph. Liam Plunkett took the other wicket, of Babar Azam, with Imam-ul-Haq reaching 42. The sides meet again at the Ageas Bowl on Saturday.

CHELSEA WILL STRUGGLE WITH TRANSFER BAN, ADMITS SARRI

Chelsea manager Maurizio Sarri says it will be difficult for his side to compete with Manchester City and Liverpool next season after their appeal against a transfer ban was turned down yesterday. The Blues are banned from signing players until January 2020 following an investigation into transfers of foreign under-18 players. Chelsea said they were “very disappointed” by the decision and will now appeal against it at the Court of Arbitration for Sport. “It’s very difficult to cover the gap at the moment. We need to work, probably we need to do something from the market,” said Sarri. “So it’s not easy, because the level of the top two is very, very high.”

HARRINGTON OPTS FOR FEWER Ryder cup wildcards

Europe captain Padraig Harrington has decided to reduce the number of wildcard picks from three to four when selecting his team to defend the Ryder Cup next year. The change means nine players will qualify to travel to the autumn event in France, rather than trying to hold onto their place in the first half – Kieran Tripper’s distribution, Moussa Sissoko’s surging runs, Eriksen’s vision, Alli’s touches around the box – were now reversed.

When Jan Vertonghen struck the crossbar with an 87th-minute header and saw his rebound hacked away that could have been it. When Llorente cleared the same bar in the 94th minute from a corner that could have been it.

But the game continued and Spurs refused to give in. Alli flicked the ball around the corner, looking for Moura one last time. Moura anticipated his team-mate’s pass one last time and fired into the bottom corner.

It was a scarcely believable ending to a rollercoaster night, summed up by a tear-soaked Pochettino.

“The emotion is amazing, thank you to football. My players are heroes – in the last year I was telling everyone this group are heroes,” he said.

“We were talking before the game that when you work and when you feel the love it’s not stress it’s passion of the team. We showed we love the sport and football.”

EMERY PROMISES ATTACKING DISPLAY AGAINST VALENCE

Arsenal manager Unai Emery says his side will play to win against Valencia in their Europa League semi-final this evening, rather than trying to hold onto their lead. Two goals from Alexandre Lacazette and one from Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang saw the Gunners come from behind to win 3-1 at the Emirates Stadium last week. Sunday’s 1-1 draw with Brighton means they need to win the competition to qualify for the Champions League next season, but Emery says they will play on the front foot. “For us is the same message when we play at the first leg in London,” he said. “We are 50-50. The result has not changed my idea. Our idea is to play the match to win.”

LONDON IRISH SIGNAL INTENT WITH NAHOLO SIGNING

London Irish have continued their recruitment drive following their promotion to the Premiership with the signing of New Zealand international Waisake Naholo. The 28-year-old winger has scored 16 tries in 26 Tests for the All Blacks and was a part of the side who won the 2015 World Cup. “We are delighted that a player of his ability and age profile has bought into our vision for where we as a club are working hard to get to,” said Exiles director of rugby Declan Kidney. Naholo, who is expected to arrive later this year, joins Australia prop Sekope Kepu and Perpignan’s former Ireland fly-half Paddy Jackson in signing for the newly-promoted side this week.
England should not overthink Denly’s position

MOEN Ali’s absence from the first One-Day International against Pakistan yesterday threw up another small selection dilemma for England ahead of the World Cup. While Moeen’s rib injury isn’t serious, it meant Joe Denly was thrust into the spotlight to audition as the third spin option. Unfortunately for him, the rain denied him a chance to show what he can do with his legspin and means the selectors are no closer to making their judgement on him.

Denly is obviously more of a batsman than a spin bowler, but having another skill has proven his way into England’s settled squad. Like Moeen when he first came into the England set-up, his bowling is inconsistent and far from frontline. As we saw in his one expensive over in Sunday’s Twenty20 against Pakistan at Cardiff, there are frequent drag-downs.

Moeen has improved hugely over the years to become a genuine all-rounder, but I don’t feel Denly is at that level and we shouldn’t expect too much from his bowling.

The Kent man has found his way into the side at a perfect time and was picked in the preliminary 15-man squad as a spare batsman. If that’s the balance they want then he is deserving of his spot.

KNOW WHAT YOU WANT

Having the World Cup on home soil means the third spin option is not as important as it would be on the sub-continent. But if England really want a better spinner, then Hampshire’s Liam Dawson is unquestionably a better choice. The left-armer has already played in all three formats for England so they know him, plus he’s in great form, having taken 17 wickets at an average of 18.65 and scored 246 runs at 49.20 in the One-Day Cup recently.

But at this late stage I really feel England should know exactly what they want from their squad and form shouldn’t weigh too heavily in their considerations.

It’s not the time to be making left-field decisions. Chief selector Ed Smith shouldn’t be overthinking it.

Besides, as we saw yesterday – and with two wickets in the T20 World Cup final in 2016 – Joe Root is very capable of making up the extra overs with his offspin, especially when there are two left-handers at the crease.

With four ODIs still to play against Pakistan, I hope for his sake Denly can score some runs with the bat and take a few wickets to secure his place.

But if there are any injuries, then having players in form like Dawson makes naming a replacement that much easier. It looks like a problem, but really it’s a bonus.

AWESOME ARCHER

What yesterday’s shortened match at the Oval did show us, without any doubt, is that Jofra Archer is a world-class fast bowler in the making. I mean no disrespect to England’s other bowlers when I say that he’s on a different level. He bowls stump-to-stump, consistently pushes over 90mph and troubles the best batsmen.

England simply have to pick him, so for me it’s about working out who is going to miss out. Everyone will be feeling the pressure and ultimately that’s not a bad position to be in.

Chris Tremlett is a former England and Surrey fast bowler. Follow him @ChrisTremlett33
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